Create light beyond imagination
connected to you

This stylish Philips hue Beyond LED pendant combines scene-setting mood lighting and warm white task lighting in one. Connects to your home wireless network for instant and complete control of your home lighting from your smart device.

**Wireless connectivity**
- Control from your iOS and Android smart devices
- Always up to date
- Connect up to 50 Hue bulbs and lamps

**Combine functional and mood lighting in one**
- Double the hue experience
- Get the best functional light to get your work done
- Make an endless mix of colors to match your mood

**Gentle ambient light notifications**
- Get notifications without distraction

**Inspiring experience with intuitive hue app**
- Easy to operate with intuitive hue app
- Set lights to turn on and off when you're away from home
Highlights

Control from smart devices

Available on the App Store

Simply sync your lights to your existing Philips hue bridge. Once that is done, you can control your lights wirelessly from anywhere in your house. Be it from the living room, the dining table or from your bedroom, your smart device can control any light connected to the bridge.

Safety and security at home

Make it look like you are at home even when you are away. Set scheduled alarms or use timers to turn your lights on and off at fixed or random times. With online access, you can also control your home lighting directly via the app on your smart device. Enable geofencing in the app and your lights will automatically turn on or off when you enter or leave the house. Convenient and peace of mind - wherever you are.

Upgradeable

Philips Hue is based on ZigBee, a low power, safe, and reliable technology to control your lights. New features and improvements are continuously added to the system. Updates to both software and firmware are done wirelessly and seamlessly directly to your Hue product.

Expand your Hue ecosystem

You can connect up to 50 bulbs or lamps to the Philips Hue bridge. Simply begin with any of the available starter kits and start adding Philips Hue products. You can then control your lights at the swipe of a finger with the intuitive Philips Hue app for iOS and Android smart devices.

Get the best functional light

Get the best functional light for whatever you do. Read, write or get your work done with the high quality LED light.

Make an endless mix of colors

Choose for one color, or combine different colors - thanks to the two independent light sources - to create the perfect atmosphere to match your mood, whether it's to relax, energize or explore.

Get gentle notifications

You can set this Philips hue light to gently notify you of messages, social media updates, and other communications received through your smart device, with a subtle pulse of colored light. Gentle so as not to distract, but noticeable enough to register your attention, hue's ambient light notifications are a pleasant way to keep tabs on your incoming messages and updates as it suits you.

Double the hue experience

Read and work in harmony with how you feel, whether relaxed, energized or sociable – all through the power of light. Hue Beyond has two independent light sources – an uplight and a downlight – so you can create an endless mix of colors to match your mood and set functional lighting for your work or task, both at the same time.
Specifications

**Design and finishing**
- Material: metal, glass
- Color: white

**Extra feature/accessory incl.**
- Dimmable
- Color changing (PowerLED)
- Perfectly suited for ambiance creation
- Diffused light effect
- ZigBee Light Link

**Product dimensions & weight**
- Height minimum: 86.6 inch
- Height maximum: 19.7 inch
- Length: 86.6 inch
- Width: 17.7 inch
- Net weight: 9.921 lb

**Technical specifications**
- Mains power: Range 110 V - 127 V, 50-60 Hz
- Number of bulbs: 4
- Wattage bulb included: bulb not included
- Total lumen output fixture: 1200 lm
- Fixture dimmable
- LED
- IP code: IP20, protection against objects bigger than 12.5 mm, no protection against water
- Class of protection: I - earthed

**Service**
- Warranty: 2 year(s)

**Packaging dimensions & weight**
- Height: 21.9 inch
- Length: 21.3 inch
- Depth: 15 inch
- Weight: 16.755 lb

**Miscellaneous**
- Especially designed for: Living- & Bedroom, Home office & Study
- Style: Modern
- Type: Suspension light